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 1  Introduction

 1.1  Who should read this manual?

This manual describes how to install, connect, plan and configure a Entra+ access control
system.  It should be read by the system installer and the person(s) who will be looking
after the day to day running of the access control system.

 1.2  Which chapters to read

Everyone should read this introduction and chapters  2  &  3  describing the system.

The installer  must read and carry out the instructions in chapter   4   on installing and
connecting the system, and chapter  5  on setting it up.

The person(s) who will be looking after the system after it is installed must read and carry
out the instructions in chapter  5  from section  5.5  onwards which tells you how to enter
the data which determines who can gain access at which doors and when.
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 2  What Is Access Control ?

 2.1  Doors
An access control  system consists  of  a  number  of  "access points"  which  either  grant
access or deny access to cardholders.  An access point is usually a door with an electro-
mechanical door lock, but can be a turnstile or a car park barrier or anything else.  Each
Entra+ DCU-1 door control unit (DCU) controls one door from its LOCK output. When the
DCU unlocks a door, it relocks it again after a few seconds - this is called the "strike time"
(lock open time) and can be programmed individually for each door.

If you have a system with more than one door, the Entra+ DCU units controlling the doors
are connected together on a "Entra+ network" with each unit controlling one door.

 2.2  Cards and cardholders
Each cardholder in the system has a proximity card, swipe card or token which contains a
card number.  When the cardholder presents the card to the reader, the DCU reads the
card number and, if the card number is valid at that door at that time, operates an output
which unlocks the door.  For added security, during certain times of the day the cardholder
may also  have  to  enter  a  personal  identification  number  (PIN)  onto  a  PIN keypad  in
addition to having the card read.

Each Entra+ DCU-1 can store 25,000 cardholders.

 2.3  Access rights
Cardholders can be assigned access rights which define when and where they are allowed
to go.

 2.4  Events
When a door is unlocked or an alarm is generated it is listed as an event in the event log.
These events are brought back to the PC to provide an audit trail of what has happened on
the system.
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 3  System Topology

 3.1  Simple System
An Entra+ system could be as simple as one or more Entra+ DCUs connected together via
a single RS485 cable which goes on to connect to a USB-RS485 dongle which in turn
plugs in to a single PC running the Terminus Access Control Software. 

Alternatively, one of the Entra+ controllers could be fitted with an onboard ethernet module
allowing it to be connected to the LAN/WAN.
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Figure  3.1 a - Simple system (USB)

Figure  3.1 b - Simple system (Ethernet)



 3.2  A Bigger System
As the system grows and perhaps spreads to buildings around the country or world Entra+
DCUs can be brought  on  to  a company LAN via  ethernet  or  wifi  adapters.  Additional
Terminus  PC  clients  can  be  added  to  allow  the  system  to  be  controlled  at  multiple
locations.
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Figure  3.2 - A Bigger System



 4  Installing and connecting

Before you start to install the system, you must have a plan of the site which shows the
names of the doors, the positions of the controllers and card readers. 

 4.1  Installing

 4.1.1  Unpack the controllers
Each controller should have:

an Entra+ DCU control board
a 12V power supply box with mounting points for the DCU (if supplied)
a battery (if supplied)
a bag with 1 MOV for lock suppression
an instruction manual

 4.1.2  Choose sites for the controllers and lock power supplies
Each controller can be sited at any convenient location on the secure side of the door.
Connections between controllers (the RS485 network connections)  can be up to  1500
metres in length. 

If using an ethernet module the maximum length for a CAT6 cable is 100m.

Connections from the controller to its readers must not be greater than 200 metres.

Each power supply needs a 230V AC 50/60Hz mains supply from an unswitched spur.
Ensure at least 50mm. is allowed for ventilation above and below the unit.

 4.1.3  Mount the controllers
a) Using a posidrive screwdriver remove the screw(s) which secure the power supply lid
and open/remove the lid.

b) Remove the Entra+ DCU from its mounting posts to reveal the box mounting holes.

c) Remove the 20mm blanking plugs / knockouts as required for your chosen cable runs.

d) Position the base of the unit on the wall and mark the position of the fixing screws using
the two keyhole slot(s) and mounting holes provided. Drill and plug the wall and attach the
unit to the wall using suitable screws.

IMPORTANT - Make sure the supply is isolated before you do this:
e) Connect the mains cable to the terminal block provided in the base of the unit.

f) Push the Entra+ DCU back on to its mounting posts.

g) Make all the required connections to the Entra+ as described below.
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 4.2  Connecting

 4.2.1  The cable
You will need the following cable:

2-core shielded Belden 9841 or equivalent for  RS485 network connections between
controllers and USB-RS485 dongle or ethernet adapter. Outside dia = 5.8 mm.
We recommend using 2401POHP from F & S Cables - www.fscables.com. 
Maximum total cable length is 1500m.

5-core  shielded Belden 9535 or  equivalent  for  connections between controllers and
readers. Outside dia = 4.8 mm. We recommend using 2405COFY from F & S Cables -
www.fscables.com.
Maximum distance is 200m.

2-core lock cable. We recommend using 31902502 NILTOX LSHF 7.5mm OD from F &
S Cables - www.fscables.com.

 4.2.2  Power options
The Entra+ DCUs can be powered in two ways.
a) Local 12V DC power supply.
Each DCU (or small group of DCUs in the same box) has a local battery-backed 12V DC
supply for supplying power to the DCUs and locks.

This has the advantages that
• Higher power locks can be powered provided that the total current does not exceed

the rating of the PSU and that an individual lock does not exceed the rating of the
DCU LOCK output.

• A PSU failure will only affect the small number of doors it controls.

The 12V input on the DCU's "POWER SUPPLY" connector is a  10 -15V DC monitored
input with overload protection (2.0 - 2.4A trip). If the total current being drawn from the 12V
outputs on the READER and OUTPUTS connectors exceeds 2A, the onboard poly fuse
will trip. If this happens, the power will need to be turned off to reset the poly fuse.

NB Please refer to the power supply manual for installation instructions.
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b) 48V DC power bus
Multiple DCUs in different locations can be powered from one battery-backed 60V PSU
even though they may be some distance apart.
This has the advantages that

• Only one fused spur and power supply is required reducing the cost of installation.
• For low power locks up to 63 DCUs can be powered from the one supply.

The disadvantages are that
• For  higher  power  locks  (eg  350mA mag-locks)  the  number  of  locks  that  can  be

powered will be reduced depending on their current rating and distance from the
power supply.

• A PSU failure will affect all doors.

The 48V input on the  DCU's "POWER SUPPLY" connector is a 48 - 60V DC monitored
input with overload protection (0.6A trip). This input is converted down to 12 V at 2 A max
for lock and reader power. This power conversion allows multiple units to be run off a
single  60V  power  supply  at  one  fifth  of  the  current  taken  from  the  12  volt  output.
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Figure  4.2.2 a - 12V Power supply



Conversion efficiency is 94%.

 If the total current being drawn from the 12V outputs on the READER and OUTPUTS
connectors causes the 60V poly fuse to trip,  the power will need to be turned off to reset
the poly fuse.
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Figure  4.2.2 b - 48V Power supply



 4.2.3  Entra+ Connections

NETWORK
RS485 connection between DCUs and to USB dongle or external UDS1100 ethernet
adapter (if used instead of the onboard ethernet adapter).
NB It is important that the correct cable is used for the RS485 network.
TRA RS485 + TRA(RS485+) connects to TRA(RS485+) on all 

devices.

GND RS485 Ground/Shield NB The shield must be connected at each 
device. Do not have the shield connected at only 
one end of the cable.

TRB RS485 - TRB(RS485-) connects to TRB(RS485-) on all 
devices.

The RS485 network cable should connect to each device in turn. It must not be connected 
in a loop.

If the network baud rate is using the default 9600 baud then the network may be run off as 
a spur where necessary.
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Figure  4.2.3  – Entra+ DCU-1 connections



TermOFF/TermON Jumper
Terminates the RS485 network if required.
When the DCU is the last unit in line on the RS485 network, have the jumper in the 
TermON position, otherwise have it in the TermOFF position.
If the network has been spurred then choose only the furthest device to have TermON. Do 
not have more than one device terminated.

NB The DCUs do not need to be manually configured for network operation. While 
installing note the location of the DCU and its 12 digit serial number. This serial number is 
also the EUI-48 MAC address of the onboard ethernet adapter if fitted. The last 8 digits of 
the serial numbers will identify the DCUs when they are scanned and enabled by the 
Terminus PC software allowing you to name the doors correctly in the Terminus database.

POWER SUPPLY
48V 48V DC Power input 

(48 - 60V DC)
NB Do not use if powering the DCU from 12V 
instead of 48V

GND Ground

12V 12V DC Power input (10 - 
15V DC)

Connect to a suitable 12V DC power supply. Do  
not use if powering the DCU from 48V.

ACF AC mains fail input. Connect to the AC fail output from the power 
supply. NB This is a 30V DC input with a 0.8V 
threshold. DO NOT CONNECT DIRECTLY TO 
THE MAINS SUPPLY.
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Figure  4.2.3 a) - RS485 network wiring and termination



DOOR & AUX
GND Ground

AUX2 Input Spare 5V DC input
Can be configured to be:
1) Digital input
2) Analogue input for measuring voltage (0 - 5V).
3) Monitored input for end-of-line monitoring.
(See " 4.2.6.1 Auxiliary inputs" for details)

AUX1 Input Spare 5V DC input
Can be configured to be:
1) Digital input
2) Analogue input for measuring voltage (0 - 5V).
3) Monitored input for end-of-line monitoring.
(See " 4.2.6.1 Auxiliary inputs" for details)

D.SW Door contact input Connect to a door contact switch to ground this 
input when the door is shut and break the 
contact when it is open.

NB This input can optionally be configured as a 
tamper monitored input. See " 4.2.6.1 c -
Auxiliary inputs" for details on wiring a monitored 
input.

RTE Request to exit input. Connect to a push button to ground this input 
when the door is required to unlock momentarily.

NB This input can optionally be configured as a 
tamper monitored input. See " 4.2.6.1 c -
Auxiliary inputs" for details on wiring a monitored 
input.

GND Ground

READER
+5V +5V DC Power output Use to power readers that 

require 5V (100mA max)

RDA Reader data input (Wiegand D0 or Mag-stripe 
Data)

RDB Reader data input (Wiegand D1 or Mag-stripe 
Clock)

IND Reader indicator output IND output is 0V when the 
reader LED/Buzzer is 
required to be on.

GND Reader shield and Ground

+12V +12V DC Power output Use to power readers that 
require 12V
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OUTPUTS
+12V +12V DC Power output Use to power readers that require 12V

LOCK Lock output If the "LOCK FAILSECURE" jumper is OFF 
the LOCK output will normally be Grounded.

If the "LOCK FAILSECURE" jumper is ON the 
LOCK output will normally be an open 
contact.

To control a door lock, connect the door lock
between +12V and LOCK. To control a 
turnstile, connect LOCK to the turnstile input.

GND Ground

AUX3 Spare output for controlling, 
signalling or powering external 
devices.

If the "AUX3 FAILSECURE" jumper is OFF 
the AUX3 output will normally be Grounded.

If the "AUX3 FAILSECURE" jumper is ON the 
AUX3 output will normally be an open 
contact.

GND Ground

Reset Jumper
Powering up the DCU with this jumper on will reset it to factory default settings with no 
cards in its database. 
NB Ensure this jumper is OFF for normal operation.

Lock Failsecure Jumper
To control a Failsafe lock have this jumper OFF.
To control a Failsecure lock have this jumper ON.

Aux3 Failsecure Jumper
To control a normally powered device have this jumper OFF.
To control a normally unpowered device have this jumper ON.

NB Both LOCK and AUX3 have an indicator LED to show  the current state of the output. 
This LED will be on if the output is grounded and therefore supplying power to the lock or 
other device. The failsecure jumpers can be a useful to control the lock while you are at 
the Entra+ DCU.
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 4.2.4  Different reader configurations
a) 1 x TMR3 mag-stripe reader, RTE button

b) 1 x IP2 proximity reader, RTE button
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Figure  4.2.4 a) - 1 x TMR3 mag-stripe reader, RTE button

Figure  4.2.4 b) - 1 x IP2 proximity reader, RTE button



c) 2 x IP2 proximity readers (read in, read out)

Use this configuration when read in and read out is required.
NB if IET IP2 readers are used then readers can be programmed to be IN or OUT readers
and the system will know whether the card/fob was used to come in or go out. If other
types of reader are used the system can not tell which reader was used and will just log an
access at the door without recording whether it was in or out. This will mean that features
such as anti-passback, rollcall, area counting etc can not be used.

Where non IP2 readers are used and IN / OUT recording is required then a RDREX board
must be used as explained below.
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d) IN and OUT with Reader Expander (RDREX)

Use this configuration when read in and read out is required but the readers are not IP2
readers. Please see the RDREX manual for more information.

 4.2.5  Locks
The Entra+ DCU-1 lock output can be used to control locks up to 30V DC 2A. To use,
connect one side of the lock to +12/+24V ( as specified by the lock manufacturer) and the
other side of the lock to the Entra+ LOCK output. When the lock is required to be powered,
the  Entra+ will  connect  the  LOCK output  to  ground internally via  a MOSFET,  thereby
completing the circuit.

NB If  you are using an external power supply to power the lock instead of one of the
DCU's 12V outputs you will be bypassing the onboard overload protection. In this case,
you must ensure that the power supply has its own fuse ensuring that the 2A rating of the
output is not exceeded. Too much current passed through the LOCK output could damage
the Entra+ DCU. Also, the external PSU ground must be connected to the DCU ground.

If you are powering the lock from one of the DCU's 12V outputs then the current drawn by
the lock must not exceed the 2A rating of the output. The total current that the DCU can
supply must also not be exceeded. This could include readers, lock, AUX3 device.
Whether the DCU is itself being supplied by 60V or 12V then the total current at 12V must
not exceed 2A.

For a fail-safe lock (eg a mag-lock), ensure that the FAILSECURE jumper on the Entra+ is
off. This will power the lock normally, then disconnect the power when the door should
unlock.

For a fail-secure lock, ensure that the FAILSECURE jumper on the Entra+ is on. This will
disconnect power from the lock normally, then apply power when the door should unlock.

Tip: Use the FAILSECURE jumper to control and test the lock when installing.
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Figure  4.2.4 d) - IN and OUT with Reader Expander (RDREX)



NB. For  situations where  the  lock  requires  more  current  than the  Entra+ DCU LOCK
output can handle, the lock output can be used to power an external relay.

Tip: Always  run  the  reader  connections  and  the  lock  strike  connections  via  separate
cables and avoid bundling the cables or tying them tightly together to keep interference
caused by electromagnetic coupling to a minimum .

The 12 volt MOV protection devices supplied with each unit must always be fitted at the
lock or strike end of the cable to remove the interference generated by these devices at it’s
source. Please note if 24 volt locks are being used a 24 volt MOV or 2 diodes in series /
parallel will be required. Also the lock will need to be disconnected from the internal 12 volt
supply and connected to an external 24 volt source.

4.2.5.1 Volt Free Output

For situations where a volt free lock output is required please connect the LOCK output to
an external relay such as our "Dual Solid State Relay Board" (EPC057). Each EPC057
can handle two outputs.

So for instance, if  it is a requirement for the LOCK output to break the positive power
supply to the lock instead of the earth then use an EPC057.
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Figure 4.2.5 Locks



 4.2.6  Auxiliary inputs and outputs
Auxiliary inputs can be used to monitor external devices.
Auxiliary outputs can be used to control external devices.

 4.2.6.1  Auxiliary inputs

AUX1 and AUX2 can be configured to operate in one of the following modes (via the
Terminus PC software):

Digital input
Analogue input
Monitored input

All inputs are 5V DC.

a) Digital input
A digital input has only two states: high and low. With nothing connected, the digital input
rests at 5V (high). To signal the input, the device being monitored should link the input to
ground so that it becomes low.
For example, a digital input could be connected to a relay on a fire panel to monitor the
status of a fire alarm.
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Figure 4.2.5.1 Volt Free Output



b) Analogue input.
An analogue input can be used to measure voltages in the range 0 - 5V DC. If a higher
voltage needs to be measured it must be scaled down to the 5V range.
The terminus software can be configured to monitor this voltage and trigger an alarm if
falls below or exceeds a threshold.

c) Monitored input.
A monitored input can use resistors fitted at the end of the line to monitor the input for
shorts and open connections and generate tamper alarms.

To wire the input for use as a monitored input connect a 2.7kΩ resistor across the contact
to be monitored and a 1.2kΩ resistor in series with it as shown in the diagram above. NB
The resistors  should  be  fitted  at  the  end of  the  cable  by the  contact  and  not  at  the
controller.

NB The AUX1, AUX2, D.SW and RTE inputs can all be monitored in this way if required.

With the resistors in place the contact will switch the voltage at the controller between 3.2V
and 1.7V instead of the 5V and 0V an unmonitored input would use. Now, in addition to the
normal events generated by the input, the following alarms will also be generated:

Input voltage Alarm Condition

< 1V MONITORED INPUT SHORTED The input has been tampered with 
and shorted to ground.

1V - 2.5V MONITORED INPUT NORMAL The contact is closed.

2.5V - 4V MONITORED INPUT NORMAL The contact is open.

> 4V MONITORED INPUT OPEN The input has been tampered with 
and is open circuit.

 4.2.6.2  Auxiliary outputs

AUX3 can be configured to operate in one of the following modes (via the Terminus PC
software):

PIN pad indicator output
Local door alarm output
Timezone or event controlled output
Alarm shunt output

The AUX3 output is electrically identical to the LOCK output. See section 4.2.5 Locks for
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Figure  4.2.6.1 c - Monitored Input Wiring



details on powering a device with the output.

a) PIN pad indicator
When a reader with a PIN pad is used for "card and code" entry and the reader has an
additional LED that can be controlled then connecting that LED line to an AUX3 output in
"PIN pad indicator" mode will illuminate that LED when it is time to enter the PIN code.

b) Local door alarm
When in "Local door alarm" mode, the output will change state if the local door is forced
open or is left open too long. Closing the door again will revert the state of the output.
This could be used to control a local door sounder to alert people nearby to the door being
left open.

c) Timezone or event controlled
In this mode the output can be set to turn on/off according to a timezone. 
It can also be set to be triggered by an event / alarm. This could be for instance, an alarm
generated by an input on another Entra+ unit on the same RS485 network.

d) Alarm Shunt
This mode is  used to  shunt  out  external  alarms when the door  has been legitimately
opened by the access system. Just  before the lock is unlocked,  the AUX3 output  will
activate and it will  stay activated until  the lock is locked again  and the door has been
closed (as detected by the door contact on the D.SW input).

 4.2.7  Resetting the Entra+ to factory defaults
An Entra+ DCU can be reset to factory default setting using the RESET jumper. To reset
an Entra+, follow these steps:

1. Power down the Entra+
2. Put on the RESET jumper.
3. Power up the Entra+ and wait for the status LED to start flashing.
4. Power down the Entra+
5. Remove the RESET jumper.
6. Power up the Entra+ and wait for the status LED to start flashing.

NB Do NOT  leave the reset jumper on during normal operation or the Entra+ will lose all
its settings the next time there is a power failure.

NB Do perform a factory reset when bringing an Entra+ on to the RS485 network for the
first time, especially if it has been used previously on a different RS485 network. Failure to
do so may stop the existing Entra+'s from networking properly as the new Entra+ may be
configured with a network ID that is already in use.

 4.2.8  Status LED
When the Entra+ DCU is powered on, the status LED will come on. Once the Entra+ has
finished initialising, the STATUS LED will flash regularly.

 4.2.9  TXNET LED
The TXNET LED will flash every time that Entra+ transmits data on the RS485 network.
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 5  Configuring Entra+ from the Terminus Software

 5.1  Get Terminus running
• Install the Terminus software on to the PC(s) as instructed in the Terminus manual.
• Log on to Terminus. (Default logon is operator: USER, password: USER).

 5.2  Configure communications with Entra+
• In Terminus, select "Access|Access control setup"
• Click on "Access networks (All)"
• Click on New to create a new access network.

An "Access network" is a group of Entra+ controllers that are linked together on the
same RS485 cable (network) so that they can communicate with each other.

• Select "Entra+" as the type of network.

• Set "CommsServer" to the name of the Terminus server PC
• Enter a name for the Entra+ network. Perhaps the name of the building or floor it is

controlling.
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• Tick "connection enabled"
• If using a USB-RS485 dongle to connect to the Entra+:

Set "Connection type" to USB
Select the USB dongle's serial number
Set the "Baud rate" to 9600.

• If using the onboard Entra+ ethernet module to connect to the Entra+:
See "Appendix 2 - Configuring the Entra+ Onboard Ethernet Module"
Set "Connection type" to TCP/IP
Set the IP address the Entra+ is configured with.
Set the IP Port to 7777.
Set a polling delay to reduce the bandwidth used on the LAN (eg 1000ms).

• If using an external UDS1100 ethernet adapter to connect to the Entra+:
Set "Connection type" to TCP/IP
Set the IP address the ethernet adapter is configured with.
Set the IP Port the ethernet adapter is configured with (Default: 10001).
Set a polling delay to reduce the bandwidth used on the LAN (eg 1000ms).

• Set "Site code 1 (master)" to 0 (unless advised otherwise by your supplier).
• Tick "Auto update network clock"
• Click on "Save changes"
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Connection type - USB Connection type - TCP/IP



 5.3  Add Entra+ DCUs to the Network
• Ensure the Entra+ DCUs are connected and powered up.
• Click on "Scan"
• After a few seconds the serial numbers of the Entra+ DCUs should appear in the box

just above the scan button.

• Click on a serial number to select it.
• Click on "Add to network..."
• Select  the first  available unit  number and give the Entra+ unit  a name. It  can be

helpful if this name describes the location of the unit so that it can be easily found in
the future. If you noted the serial numbers as you installed the Entra+ DCUs you will
know which unit is being referred to.

• Click on OK.
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• Repeat "Add to network..." for the remaining Entra+ DCUs.
• Click on "Save changes"

The Terminus software will now be polling the Entra+ DCUs and if you were to look at the
TXNET LEDs on the Entra+ DCUs you should find that they are flashing as the DCU
replies to the PC. If you click on "Refresh", you should find that "Access network has been
updated" is now displayed in green.

NB You can also use the Scan button to:
a) Check that only one of the Entra+ DCUs has its RS485 network termination jumper in
the on position (TERMON). If it does, there will be a tick in the "Bus terminated" column.

b) Check that the power supply voltage of the Entra+ is OK. This is particularly useful if
your DCUs are powered on a 48V power buss as it allows you to check that the voltage
does not drop below 35V along the power cable.

If the DCUs are supplied by a local 12V supply then you can ignore the 48V reading and
look only at the 12V reading.

 5.4  Replace Entra+ DCUs on the network.
If the Entra+ DCU you are adding to the network is replacing an existing one then instead
of "Add to network...", click on "Replace existing" and select the DCU it is replacing. You
may need to do this if:

a) You are replacing a faulty unit.
or
b) You precreated the Entra+ DCUs and doors etc in the Terminus database before

installing.
This will bring the Entra+ on to the network with all the cards and settings that the old one
had.
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 5.5  Configure Readers and Doors

 5.5.1  Create door
• Expand the icons in the "tree" in the left  hand side of the "Access control set up"

screen to find one of the Entra+ units as named in the previous section.
• Expand that Entra+ to reveal a "Doors" icon.
• Click on the "Doors" icon.

• Click on "New" to create a new door.
• Set "Local door no." to be 1
• Give the door a name. eg. Reception door.
• Set  "Reader  direction"  to  Internal,  IN,  OUT or  RDREX  as  appropriate.  (NB  Use

RDREX if  two  readers  are  connected  to  the  Entra+  reader  port  via  a  RDREX
board).

• If no door contact is wired in to the D.SW input then untick "Enable door forced alarm"
and "Enable door jammed alarm".

• Click on "Save changes".
See also "5.12 Advanced door configuration" for more door settings.
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 5.5.2  Set Card Format
If  your  Entra+  system is  using  26bit  Proximity  cards/tags  then  configure  Terminus  as
follows. If a different format is required or Terminus is also controlling a Tower or Integra
access control system then please consult your supplier for the correct settings.

• Open up the door set up screen for one of the doors by selecting "Access|Access
control  setup" on the main menu and expanding icons to find a door,  as in the
previous section.

• Click on "System-wide default card format..."
• Click on "Delete format" to remove all formats from the list.
• Click on "Add format from file..."
• Select the "26BitWiegand24BitCardNum.icf" file in the list and click on "Open".
• Click on OK to save the card format settings.
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• Select "Workstation|Terminus settings..." on the main menu.
• Click on "Default values".
• Set "Short card number size" to 24.
• Click on "Save changes"
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 5.6  Add a Card
If you present a card/fob to a reader now it will be read by the Entra+ but will be rejected
as the card has not been added to the system. The reader LED will flash multiple times to
indicate  an  alarm  and  an  "INVALID  CARD  NUMBER"  alarm  will  be  reported  by  the
Terminus software in the Monitor tab.

The  number  displayed  in  the  details  column  of  the  alarm will  be  the  number  that  is
encoded to the card/fob.

To activate the card on the system:
• Select "Access|Cardholders" from the main menu.
• Click on "New" to create a new cardholder record.
• Enter the card number.
• Enter a Surname and Firstname.
• Click on the Entra+ Access Rights tab.
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• Click on "Add right..."
• Select "Access right", then click on Next.

• Select "No restrictions"
• Click on Finish
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• Click on Save Changes

As a "No restrictions" card, the card will now work on all readers on the system. When the
card is presented to the reader, the reader LED will go green and the door will unlock for
the duration of the strike time (lock open time) set in the Terminus Door set up screen.
(Default 5s). 

Also, a "Valid card" event will appear in the Terminus Monitor tab.
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 5.7  Timezones
A timezone is a timetable for a week which can be used to control when something will
happen or will be allowed to happen.

For instance you could create a timezone that is enabled between 9am - 5pm Monday to
Friday and 9am - 12pm on Saturday. You could then name this timezone "General staff
access times" and use it to control when staff are allowed to use their access cards to
enter  a  door.  Alternatively,  you  could  name this  timezone "Main  entrance free  access
times" and use it to control when the main entrance should automatically unlock for the
day.

You can create up to 63 timezones on an Entra+ system with ID numbers 1 - 63.

NB Timezone 0 is predefined as "Always active" and will be permanently enabled.

 5.7.1  Creating a timezone
To create a timezone:

• In Terminus, select "Access|Access control setup"
• Click on "Timezones"
• Click on New to create a new timezone
• Select a free ID number from the list.
• Enter a descriptive name for the timezone (eg. General staff access times)
• Pick a day (Mon - Fri) and click and drag from a start to a finish time to give you a

timezone block (shown as a green bar) displaying when the timezone should be
enabled. Alternatively, you can type in a start and end time in the boxes below and
click on "Add" to create a timezone block on the selected day.

• You can adjust a timezone block by clicking on it and dragging the black squares at
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each end of the block to stretch or shorten it. Alternatively, you can type in a start
and end time in the boxes below and click on "Change" to adjust the block.

• Once a timezone block has been created you can drag it from one day and drop it on
to another one. So to create 09:00 - 17:00, Monday to Friday, create a block on
Monday 09:00 - 17:00 and then click on the green bar and drag it on to Tuesday.
Repeat for Wednesday to Friday.

 5.7.2  Holidays
If  there are exceptions to  when a timezone should be enabled then you can apply a
holiday schedule   to the timezone. For instance, you may want to allow your staff access
Monday to Friday but not on bank holidays.

To do this, tick "Apply holiday to timezone" and select a holiday plan. If no holiday plan has
been created yet, click on the "..." button. You can then enter holidays or other exceptions
into the timezone, years ahead if necessary. (See the Terminus Help File for more details
on how to do this).

NB For this function to work the terminus server PC must be running at some time in the 6
days preceding the holiday and at some time in the 6 days following the holiday.
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 5.8  Door groups
Doors can be put in to an Entra+ door group to make it easier to allow people access to
them. 

You could define a door groups for different areas or rooms to make it easier to assign
access to those areas. eg: "Warehouse doors", "Server room doors" etc.

You  could  define  door  groups  corresponding  to  where  a  particular  type  of  person  is
allowed to go. eg: "General staff doors", "Canteen staff doors".

You could define door groups to group certain types of doors together. eg "Fire exit doors".

You can have as many door groups as you like. Also, a door can be in more than door
group. So using the examples above, a door may be in the "Warehouse doors" door group
and also in the "Fire exit doors" door group.

NB Door group 0 is permanently defined as "All doors" and includes all Entra+ doors on
the system.

To create a door group:
• Select "Access | Entra+ door groups" from the main menu.
• Click on "New door group..."
• Select an available ID number and enter a name for the door group.
• Click on OK.
• Click on "Add door to door group..."
• Click on a door that is to become part of this door group. NB You can select more than

one door at once by holding down the Ctrl key while clicking on the doors.
• Click on Finish.

Click on the '+' by the door group to display the doors that are in the door group.
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Use the "Rename door group..." button to change the name of the selected door group.
Use the "Remove door from door group..." button to remove the selected door from its
door group.

The "List doors" tick box can be used to change the display so it lists the doors instead of
the door groups. You can then click on the '+' by a door to display which door groups that
door is part of.

 5.9  Access Rights
Entra+ access rights are used to define:

• Which doors a cardholder has access to.
• When the cardholder is allowed to use those doors
• The effect the card will have on those doors. (Momentary release, latch open etc).

It can be helpful to think of access rights in terms of the type of person you are giving them
too. eg "General staff", "IT department", "Management" etc.

Whilst it is possible and sometimes helpful to give a cardholder access to door(s) on a
person by person, door by door basis, assigning that cardholder an access right instead
makes it easier to change access rights when lots of people have the same right.

To create an access right:
• Select "Access | Entra+ access rights" from the main menu.
• Click on "New"
• Enter a descriptive name for the access right. (eg "General staff").
• Click on "Add right..."
• Select the type of right to add ("Access right", "Door", "Door group"). Use "Door" to

give access to an individual door. Use "Door group" to give access to a group of
doors in one go. Use "Access right" to make another access right part of this one. 

• Click on the "Timezone..."  button  or click in the "Timezone" column in the grid to
select the timezone that will restrict access to these doors.

• Click in the "Card function" column in the grid to select the function that the card will
have on these doors. "Momentary release" (default)  will  unlock the door for the
door's defined strike time (lock open time) for a normal access. "Latch open" will
unlock the door and leave it  unlocked.  "Close"  will  lock the door if  it  has been
latched open. "Reset" will reset the door to its normal state, locking the door if it has
been latched open or leaving it unlocked if it has been unlocked because it is in a
free access timezone. "Toggle" will latch open the door if it is locked or lock the door
if it has been latched open.

• Carry on adding further rights as necessary.
• Click on "Save changes".

NB If you add door groups to your access rights instead of lots of individual doors it can
make things easier to manage as you then only need to set the timezone for one door
group instead of repeatedly for each door. Different access rights can then easily use the
same door group in different timezones. For instance you might want your "Management"
access right to access the "Warehouse doors" door group in the "Always active" timezone
and your "Packing staff" access right to access the "Warehouse doors" door group in the
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"9am to 5pm" timezone.

More often than not, your access rights will be made up of just doors and door groups but
it can also be helpful for an access right to contain other access rights. For example, you
may have  company with  offices  across  the  country.  You  may therefore  have  created
access rights like this:

• "Manchester office - General staff"
• "Manchester office - Management"
• "London office - General staff"
• "London office - Management"

For staff that move between offices you could then create a "Roaming - General staff"
access right that contains the "Manchester office -  General  staff"  and "London office -
General staff" access rights.

Please note:
• Access right 0 is permanently defined as "No restrictions" and allows access to all

doors, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week performing a momentary release on those
doors. 

• There is no limit to the number of access rights you can create.
• There is no limit to the number of doors, door groups and access rights you can add

to an access right.

Sometimes a door will appear more than once in an access right's list. If this is the case,
then the timezone and card function for doors further down the list will override the one's
higher up. If necessary rights can be moved up or down the list using the priority arrow
buttons . If in doubt, ticking the "List doors" tick box will show which timezone and card
functions are applying to which doors.

NB Changing an access right will automatically update all the cardholders that have been
assigned  that  access  right.  For  a  large  database  of  cardholders  this  may  not  be
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instantaneous  as  it  can  take  time  to  update  the  various  Entra+  controllers  with  the
changes. To find out whether all changes have been sent out to the controllers yet, select
"Access | Refresh networks" and the remaining updates will be displayed.

 5.10  Configuring Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs
See "4.2.6 Auxiliary inputs and outputs" for information on connecting the input/output in
the various modes.

To configure an auxiliary input/output:
• Select "Access | Access control setup" from the main menu.
• Find the ACU in the list of ACUs that has the input/output that you have wired to.
• Click on the "Aux inputs/outputs" icon to select it.
• Click on "New"
• Select  the  connection  you  have used (AUX1 or  AUX2 for  an  input,  AUX3 for  an

output)
• Give the input/output a descriptive name (eg Fire alarm)
• Select the mode that the input/output will operate in.
• Configure the parameters for the input / output as appropriate. (See below for details).
• Click on "Save changes".

a) Digital / analogue inputs
Digital and analogue inputs can be configured to generate an alarm event on both / either
a positive edge (opening contact) or negative edge (closing contact). To generate an alarm
on either edge:

• Tick "Alarm enabled"
• Select  the  "Access network  alarm code"  that  the  input  will  produce.  User-defined

alarm codes can be created under the "Alarm codes" icon for that access network.
eg FIRE, FIRE RESET etc.

• Select the "Global alarm code" that the input will produce in the terminus software.
User-defined  global  alarm codes can  be  created by selecting  "Access |  Global
alarm codes" from the main menu. The global alarm code will determine how the
alarm is displayed and handled in the terminus software.

• The AUX1 & AUX2 inputs which can be set as analogue inputs for measuring voltages
(0-5V) can have the threshold at which the input changes state configured. When
the voltage goes above the positive edge threshold the input will  be considered
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active and the positive edge alarm will be generated. When the voltage goes below
the negative edge threshold the input will be considered inactive and the negative
edge alarm will  be generated. NB Spacing the negative and positive thresholds
apart like the default  values of 2V and 3V will  give the input hysteresis to stop
spurious alarms if the input voltage should hover around the threshold.

NB "Access  network  alarm codes"  only  affect  the  local  access network  that  they are
created and used on and can be used to trigger outputs or doors on that network. Each
input that can generate an alarm with an "Access network alarm code" also has a "Global
alarm code" field. This "Global alarm code" is what is stored in the Terminus event log and
is used for reporting on events. Two inputs that generate different "Access network alarm
codes" on different "Access networks" can be set to generate the same "Global alarm
code".

b) Output modes
The AUX3 output can be configured in one of the output modes (PIN pad indicator, Local
door alarm, Timezone or event controlled, Alarm Shunt). The level of the output can be
inverted by ticking "Invert output".

In  "Timezone or event controlled" mode the output can be set to:
• Activate in a timezone. ie when the timezone becomes active, the output activates.

and/or
• Be triggered by an event. (See 5.11 Triggers).

 5.11  Triggers
Doors and auxiliary outputs can be controlled by events. For instance you may want doors
to unlock when a fire alarm goes off and lock again when it is reset. Often a fire system will
break the power to the locks without involving the access system but where this has not
been done it may be desirable to have the access system unlock the doors. Alternatively
you may have installed a panic button or key switch wired in to one Entra+ controller that
you want to control a door or output on another controller.

This is done by configuring the "Trigger(s)" for that door / auxiliary output.
• Select "Access | Access control set up" from the main menu.
• Bring up the set up screen for the Door or "Aux input / output" that you wish to control.

For a door the triggers are configured on the "Advanced" tab.
• Set  the  action  that  the  trigger  should  perform on  the  door  /  output.  (Momentary

release, Latch open, Close, Reset, Toggle).
• Tick "Trigger enabled"
• Set the timezone during which the trigger should respond to the event. Use "Always

active [0]" if the trigger should always be active.
• Tick "Alarm code trigger" and select the alarm code (eg FIRE) if the trigger should

respond to a particular alarm code.
• Tick  "Event  source  trigger"  and select  an  event  source  if  the  trigger  should  only

respond to events from a particular source. For instance you could be triggering
your output in response to a forced door alarm from a particular door.
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 5.11.1  Example - Linking to a fire alarm

• Select "Access | Global alarm codes" from the main menu.
• Click on New to create a new alarm code.
• Set the name to FIRE and click on save changes.
• Click on New to create a new alarm code.
• Set the name to FIRE RESET and click on save changes.
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• Select "Access | Access control set up" from the main menu.
• Create alarm codes for your events using the "Alarm codes" icon under the Entra+

access network.
• Click on New to create a new alarm code.
• Set the name to FIRE and click on save changes.
• Click on New to create a new alarm code.
• Set the name to FIRE RESET and click on save changes.
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• Connect and configure the Aux input that will create the event. eg Connect the fire
system relay to AUX1. (See 5.10 Configuring auxiliary inputs and outputs).
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• Bring up the set up screen for the Door(s) or "AUX3 output" that you wish to control.
For a door the triggers are configured on the "Advanced" tab.

• Set  the  action  that  the  trigger  should  perform on  the  door  /  output.  (Momentary
release, Latch open, Close, Reset, Toggle).

• Tick "Trigger enabled"
• Set the timezone during which the trigger should respond to the event. Use "Always

active [0]" if the trigger should always be active.
• Tick "Alarm code trigger" and select the alarm code (eg FIRE) if the trigger should

respond to a particular alarm code.
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 5.11.2  Example - Panic button activating an output
• Select "Access | Global alarm codes" from the main menu.
• Click on New to create a new alarm code.
• Set the name to PANIC BUTTON and click on save changes.
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• Select "Access | Access control set up" from the main menu.
• Create alarm codes for your events using the "Alarm codes" icon under the Entra+

access network.
• Click on New to create a new alarm code.
• Set the name to PANIC BUTTON and click on save changes.
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• Connect and configure the Aux input that will create the event. eg Connect the panic
button to AUX1. (See 5.10 Configuring auxiliary inputs and outputs).
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• Bring up the set up screen for the "AUX3 output" that you wish to control. 
• Set the action that the trigger should perform on the door / output. eg Latch open.
• Tick "Trigger enabled"
• Set the timezone during which the trigger should respond to the event. Use "Always

active [0]" if the trigger should always be active.
• Tick "Alarm code trigger" and select the alarm code (eg FIRE) if the trigger should

respond to a particular alarm code.

 5.12  Advanced door configuration
Select "Access | Access control setup" from the main menu and find the door you wish to
configure in the set up tree.

NB When trying to find a set up screen for a particular door, aux input etc. it can be quicker
to click on the "[All] drop down box next to the List button and select the type of object you
are looking for (eg Doors). This will then give you an alphabetical list of all the doors on the
system rather than having to remember which access network and ACU the door is on.
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 5.12.1  Free access
Sometimes a door is required to be unlocked at certain times of the day. For instance you
may require that the main entrance in to the reception are is unlocked between 9am and
5pm so that people have free access to the area without having to use their access card.
Outside of these hours the door should lock automatically and card access should resume.

To configure this:
• Select the "Door configuration" tab on the set up screen of the door in question. 
• Tick "Enabled" in the "Free access" box.
• Set the timezone  in the "Free access" box to the hours you wish the door to unlock

in. (eg "9 to 5)
• Click on "Save changes".

The door will now unlock and lock automatically according to the free access timezone.
When a door unlocks due to free access, a "Free access started" event will appear in the
terminus event log. When a door locks due to free access, a "Free access ended" event
will appear in the terminus event log.

NB If a door receives a "Latch open" command either from an event trigger or because
some one has controlled the door from the terminus software, this will override the free
access setting and the door will remain unlocked until it receives a command to close.

If a door receives a "Close" command either from an event trigger or because some one
has controlled  the  door  from the  terminus  software,  this  will  override  the  free  access
setting and if the door is unlocked due to free access it will lock and remain locked until the
next time that the free access timezone becomes active.

If a door receives a "Reset" command either from an event trigger or because some one
has controlled the door from the terminus software, the door will revert to the free access
setting remaining unlocked if the free access timezone is inactive and locking if it is not.

Sometimes you may not want the door to unlock automatically until a responsible person is
on site. In that case tick "Card activated" in the free access settings. Then the door will not
unlock until a cardholder whose card has been configured as "Free access activating" has
used their card on the door.
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 5.12.2  Reader PIN Pads
It may be required for an employee to enter a PIN code to unlock a door. To do this a card
reader  must  be  fitted  that  has  an  integral  numeric  keypad  which  will  transmit  the
keypresses down the wiegand data lines to the Entra+.

This can operate in two ways:
1. Card and Code

The employee first presents their card / fob to the reader and if that is accepted they
then enter a 4 digit PIN code on the reader keypad to verify that they are the owner
of  the card.  The PIN code is related to  the card number and can be found by
clicking  on  the  "PIN..."  button  on  the  cardholder  screen  in  the  Terminus  PC
software. 

NB If the reader has a second LED input,  this can be connected to the AUX3
output on the Entra+ which should be configured as a "PIN pad indicator". This will
turn the LED on while the system requires a PIN code to be entered.

The  employee  has  10  seconds  to  enter  a  PIN.  If  they do  not  do  it  in  time,  a
"CYPHER CODE TIMEOUT" alarm will be generated and access will be refused. If
the wrong PIN is entered, a "CYPHER CODE ERROR" alarm will be generated and
access will be refused. If the correct PIN is entered, access is granted in the normal
way.

PIN code entry can be configured to only be required in a timezone. This allows
card access to be used during the day but at night when extra security may be
required, a PIN code must also be entered.

2. Code Only
In this mode employees can be given a 4 to 10 digit PIN to use instead of a card /
fob. Employees with cards can use them in the normal way. Employees who have
been given a PIN can type it on the keypad to release the door. 

This can be useful at a golf club for example, where members can use their card to
access the club house but non-members use that day's PIN.

Either the full  number of digits can be entered on the keypad or, if  any leading
zeroes are not required, the code can be followed by the "#" key. If the employee
makes a mistake, they can cancel the PIN code entry by pressing the "*" key and
try again.

To assign a PIN to an employee for code only use, create a cardholder record in the
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normal way but for the "Card number" field, enter the PIN code that the employee
will use. Set the token type to "PIN code only." Setting the token type is necessary
so that the system can ensure that typing in the "card number" of a physical card
will not allow access

PIN Pad Direction
Where a reader is fitted to both sides of the door, it may be that only one of them has a
keypad, so the system needs to know when to expect a PIN code to be entered.

Set the direction as appropriate:
• No PIN pad
• IN only
• OUT only
• IN and OUT

 5.12.3  Antipassback
It can be a requirement that the system should only allow a card to be used once to get
into a building in order to stop someone using their card to get in and then passing it back
to an unauthorised person for them to use to. This facility is called anti-passback (APB).

Entra+ keeps track of the last area that a cardholder used their  card to get in to and
refuses to  unlock a door  for  the cardholder  unless the area the cardholder  is  leaving
matches the one they were recorded as entering. For example, if a cardholder is recorded
as area "Off site [0]" and they go through the main entrance turnstile their recorded area
would become "On site [1]". If the same card is used again on the main entrance turnstile
the card would be refused access as its recorded area is not "Off site [0]" and an APB
Violation alarm would be generated.

The Entra+ system can enforce anti-passback globally across an entire access network so
that if you have multiple entrances, all doors will know to refuse entry to a card that came
in through another entrance. NB If you have multiple access networks then each network
will be treated as an independent anti-passback system ie. One network will not know that
a card entered on another network.
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To configure anti-passback:
• Select "Access | Access control set up" on from the main menu.
• Bring up the set up screen for a door you want to enforce APB on by clicking on its

icon in the tree.
• Click on the "Door configuration" tab and ensure that the "Reader direction" is set to

IN, OUT or "On direction (RDREX)" but not to Internal. If there is a reader on one
side of the door only then use IN or OUT as appropriate. If there is a reader on both
sides of the door then use "On direction (RDREX)". (A RDREX must be fitted in this
case as the system must know which reader was used).

• Set the "In area" to the area the cardholder will end up in if they go through the door in
the IN direction. See below for more information on defining areas. For a simple
single level anti-passback system you can use the default value of "On site [1]".

• Set the "Out area" to the area the cardholder will end up in if they go through the door
in the OUT direction. For a simple single level anti-passback system you can use
the default value of "Off site [0]".

• Click on the "Advanced" tab.
• Set the "Anti-passback (APB) Enforcement" direction to "IN only", "OUT only" or "IN

and OUT" as appropriate. "IN only" will let people out of the door regardless of their
recorded area.

• Set the "Overriding card disable" field. This determines when the reader is enabled
ready for the next person to use.
◦ "Reader  always enabled" -  Use this  setting if  no  door  contact  (or  turnstile

rotation  sensor)  is  connected  to  the  D.SW  input.  NB A  door  contact  is
recommended for  APB so that  the  system knows when  someone has gone
through the door. Without a door contact, if someone uses their card and then
walks away without actually going through the door, the system will treat them
as if they did go through the door and the next time they try to use their card,
they will be refused entry.

◦ "Disable reader until  door opened" -  This is the recommended setting for
APB. Use this setting to reenable the reader once the door has been opened (or
the turnstile has been used).

◦ "Disable reader until 'DOOR OPEN TOO LONG' alarm" - Use this setting to
only reenable the reader once the cardholder has gone through the door and
closed it behind them. If the door is left open then the reader will reenable after
the door warning time when the "DOOR OPEN TOO LONG" alarm has been
generated.

• Set the "Transaction generation"  field.  This  determines when the system logs the
cardholder as having gone through the door.
◦ "Immediate transaction unless antipassback enabled" - This is the default

setting.  Use  this  setting  if  a  door  contact  (or  turnstile  rotation  sensor)  is
connected to the D.SW input.

◦ "Transaction when door  opens" -  Use this  setting  if  you  want  to  delay a
transaction being generated even on a door where APB is not being used.

◦ "Immediate  transaction" -  Use  this  setting  if  no  door  contact  (or  turnstile
rotation sensor) is connected to the D.SW input. Not recommended for APB.
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Multi-level Anti-passback
If you only have a single perimeter that you want to enforce APB on then the doors' default
areas of "On site [1]" and "Off site [0]" will be fine.

1) Concentric APB areas
If you have doors inside the perimeter that you also want to enforce anti-passback on then
you need multi-level APB. To configure this you need to define more areas. For example, if
you wanted APB enforced on the entrance to the R&D labs then you might define your
areas:

• Off site [0]
• On site [1]
• R&D labs [2]

Door In area Out area

Main entrance turnstiles On site [1] Off site [0]

R&D labs / Reception R&D labs [2] On site [1]

R&D labs street exit R&D labs [2] Off site [0]

Canteen / Reception On site [1] On site [1]

2) Independent APB areas.
Sometimes APB areas need to be independent of each other. For example, you may want
to enforce APB on the main entrance turnstiles and also on the car park barriers. In this
example a pedestrian using the turnstiles would have APB area "Off  site  [0]"  and the
turnstiles would let the pedestrian in. Someone who parked their car in the car park before
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using the turnstiles would have APB area "Car park [2]"  and would be refused by the
turnstiles which are expecting "Off site [0]".

In this case, the solution is to have two different "Off site" areas:
• Off site [0]
• On site [1]
• Car park OUT [2]
• Car park IN [3]

Door In area Out area

Main entrance turnstiles On site [1] Off site [0]

Car park IN barrier Car park IN [3] Car park OUT [2]

Car park OUT barrier Car park IN [3] Car park OUT [2]

The Entra+ system will intelligently examine the areas that have been assigned to doors
on the access network and if there is no route from one group of areas to another they will
automatically be treated independently. For instance in the above example there is no door
that links areas 2 & 3 with areas 1 & 0.

NB If the areas are on a different access network then they will be treated independently
anyway.
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Timed antipassback
A person's  antipassback  status  may become  invalid  because  of  one  of  the  following
reasons:
1) They followed someone through a door without using their own card (tailgating).
2) All the doors were unlocked because of a fire alarm and people left the building without
using their cards.
3) The door  can  not  communicate  the  APB status  to  other  doors  because  it  is  on  a
different network or because it is on the same network but communications have failed.

For these situations it can be useful to have a timeout after which the antipassback status
is reset.

There are 4 timed APB settings:
1) No timed reset
Timed APB is not enabled and normal global antipassback is enforced.

2) Reset at set time of day.
Global antipassback rules are enforced but everyone's APB status is reset at a fixed time
of day (usually overnight) so that the next day cards in violation can be used again.

3) Reset after time delay
If global antipassback rules have been followed, the card can be used immediately. If the
card is in violation, it will be denied access for the duration of the time delay.

4) Cards disabled for the duration of the time delay.
If the card is used on any door that is linked to this one by “area”, the card will be disabled
for the duration of the delay time, whether antipassback rules have been followed or not.
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 5.13  Count Areas
Count areas are areas where the system keeps a count of the number of people within 
that area. This can be useful for car parks where you may want to display when the car 
park is full and deny access to more cars. It could also be used to have the system 
perform some action when the area becomes empty, such as turning off the lights.

 5.13.1  Basic count area
A count area is defined by an APB area, so first create an “APB area” to use for the count 
and give it a meaningful name (eg “Main car park”) . 

All doors or barriers leading in to the area must have their IN apb area set to this apb area.
NB No other doors should use this apb area
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Create a new count area and give it a meaningful name (eg “Main car park count”). Select 
the apb area which is to define the count area (eg “Main car park”).

Set the “Count group” to “All cardholders [0]”. This means that anyone who enters the area
will be included in the count.

The system will only be able to keep an accurate count if people reliably use their cards to 
enter and exit the area. Areas that use barriers or turnstiles are better for this as people 
have no choice but to follow the rules. It may also be a good idea to enable anti-passback 
(APB) for these areas to stop someone using their card twice either accidentally and 
getting the count out of sync or to let an unentitled friend in to the car park.

In case the count has got out of sync the count can be configured to automatically reset at 
a set time when the area is expected to be empty (2am for example).

The count area can be configured to behave differently “In hours” and “Out of hours”. If this
is required, set the “Out of hours” timezone for when the “Out of hours” rules should be 
applied.

For “In hours” and, if required “Out of hours”, set the following:
• Tick “Enable count” to turn on the count.
• Tick “Enable alarms” to generate alarms when the count area becomes empty or 

full. This is necessary if an output is to be triggered to activate in the event the area 
becomes full or empty.

• Tick “Deny access if full” if cardholders should be refused entry when the area is 
full.

• Set the “Count limit” to the maximum allowed count for the area.
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The “Master DCU” is the controller which is nominated by the system to be in charge of 
generating the alarms and for synchronising the counts between controllers. The DCU is 
chosen automatically by the system to be one which is active and operating one of the 
doors in to the area. If that controller should fail for some reason then untick “Enable unit 
on access network” on the ACU screen and then select “Access| Refresh networks” and 
refresh the count areas. This will cause a different ACU to be nominated as the master.

 5.13.2  Count Groups
It is possible to have multiple counts running for the same physical area. This is useful for 
the situation where you have one car park being shared by people from different 
companies or departments where each company has their own allocation of car park 
spaces. By doing this, when a company's allocation is used up, further people from that 
company can be denied access even though there are still spaces available which are 
allocated to other companies.

To configure this: 
• Create a “Count group” for each company.
• Create a “Count area” for each company where the “APB area” is the same for all 

but the “Count group” is not “All cardholders [0]” but the one created for that 
company.

• Set the “Count limit” for that count area to that company's car park space allocation.
• Edit a cardholder, click on the “Entra+ access rights” tab and set the “Count group” 

that that cardholder should belong to.

 5.13.3  Alarms and Triggers
The alarms that can be generated by a count area are:

• COUNT AREA FULL VIOLATION – Access has been denied to a cardholder 
because the area is full.

• COUNT AREA FULL – The count area has reached its limit. You may wish to trigger
an output to respond to this alarm to turn on a car park full sign.
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• COUNT AREA NOT FULL OR EMPTY – The count area is no longer full. You may 
wish to trigger an output to respond to this alarm to turn off a car park full sign.

• COUNT AREA EMPTY – The count has reached zero.
• COUNT AREA OVERFLOW – The count has increased above the specified limit.
• COUNT AREA UNDERFLOW – The count has decreased below zero.

The OVERFLOW and UNDERFLOW alarms would normally only occur if the count has 
got out of sync, or in the case of the OVERFLOW alarm, if “Deny access if full” was not 
ticked. It is possible though unlikely that an area might briefly overflow or underflow due to 
a delay in communication between controllers. Similarly, if there are multiple entrances to 
the area, the area is full and both entrances are used simultaneously, it is possible that 
both people could be allowed to enter even though one of them should have been denied 
access because the area is full. For this reason it can be advantageous to keep the size of
the controller network for the count area to as few controllers as possible to reduce the 
window of time where this could happen.

 5.13.4  Displaying and Controlling the Count
To display the current count value in the Terminus software, select “Access| Door and IO 
states”. Click on “Add...”, select “count area”, click on Next and select the count area you 
wish to monitor. Click on “Auto refresh” to continually update the screen.

You can also use this screen to set the count to a new value. To do this, right-click on the 
area and select “Set count”. Enter the value the count should have and click OK.
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 5.13.5  Count areas module
The count areas facility is an optional module which requires an extra license. To check if 
you have this license, select “Help|About” and check the “Additional modules”. “Count 
areas” should be listed without [DEMO] displayed beside it. To purchase the count areas 
module, please contact your supplier.
NB It is still possible to set up the count areas in the software without the module but they 
will not function.

 5.13.6  Example – Controlling lights
For a situation where you want to control the lights in a room so that they come on when 
the first person enters and go off again when the last person leaves, set the count area 
with a count limit of 1. Do not tick “Deny access if full”. Configure an AUX output to activate
in response to a “COUNT AREA FULL” alarm and deactivate in response to a “COUNT 
AREA EMPTY” alarm. Connect a relay to the output suitable for controlling the lights.

NB Be aware that if the count gets out of sync, perhaps because someone tail-gated 
someone through the door without using their own card then you run the risk of the lights 
being left on when the room is empty, or turned off prematurely when someone is still in 
there.
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Appendix 1 - Firmware updates

If required, the Entra+ controllers can have their firmware upgraded to a later version from 
the Terminus software over the RS485 network.

NB While a firmware update is in progress, the Entra+ controllers will cease to operate the 
doors and the door locks will revert to a locked state. If necessary ensure access is 
maintained by unlocking the doors with break glasses if fitted or by propping doors where 
required.

To update the firmware:

• Obtain the correct .iff firmware file(s) for your Entra+ model(s) from your supplier.
• In Terminus, select "Access|Access control setup"
• Click on the Access network running the Entra+ controllers that you wish to upgrade.

• Click on "Firmware upgrade...". 
NB At this point the Entra+ controllers on this access network will cease to function.
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• After a short while the Entra+ controllers on the network will switch in to "Bootloader
mode" and appear in the list  in the "Firmware upgrade" window displaying their
current firmware version and "Device type".

• Click on the "Firmware file..." button and load in the supplied .iff firmware file.
• Click on "Upload to all" to send the firmware file to all Entra+ controllers of the correct

device type on the network. Entra+ controllers with a different device type will ignore
the file. Alternatively, to update one controller at a time, click on the controller in the
list and then click on "Upload to selected..."

• While the upload is going on a progress bar will move along the bottom of the window.
• Once the upload is completed, the list will  refresh and you should see that all  the

controllers are displaying the new version and the CRC OK box is ticked. 

If  any  controllers  do  not  have  CRC  OK  ticked  then  the  upgrade  did  not  complete
successfully and you should retry by clicking on "Upload to selected..." again.

Once all controllers have been upgraded, close the "Firmware upgrade" window. After a
short while the controllers will automatically exit bootloader mode and start responding to
the Scan button on the "Access network" screen.

NB Controllers that have had their firmware updated will revert to factory default settings.
After updating firmware send out the cards and system settings to the Entra+ controllers
by selecting "Access | Refresh networks", tick the updated networks and click on "Refresh
the networks".
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Upgrading firmware via the Entra+ onboard ethernet module
Where communications with an RS485 network of Entra+ controllers is being done via an
onboard ethernet module on one of the controllers you will find that the entra+ controllers
on the network do not appear in the list on the firmware upgrade screen. None the less,
you can still click on "Upload to all" and the controllers will still be updated.

The exception to this is the contoller with the ethernet module. That controller's firmware
will not be updated since the firmware can only be updated via an RS485 connection. In
this situation, either move the ethernet module to an adjacent entra+ controller  on the
same  RS485  network  or  temporarily  set  up  a  connection  to  the  controller  with  a
USB/RS485 dongle.
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Appendix 2 - Configuring the Entra+ Onboard
Ethernet Module

The Entra+ controller has provision for an onboard ethernet module (part no. AEN2050) to 
be fitted so that it can be directly connected to a LAN/WAN.

Fitting the Module
1. Power down the Entra+ controller.
2. Plug the ethernet module on to the entra+ board so that the socket is at the edge of 

the Entra+ board. NB Ensure that both rows of pins on the module are inserted into
the corresponding socket. 

3. Plug an RJ45 CAT5e/6 cable into the ethernet module and plug the other end either
into an ethernet switch or directly in to your PC.

4. Power up the Entra+. The red LED under the ethernet module will illuminate. If the 
other end of the cable is connected, the green LINK LED on the ethernet module 
will also come on.

Entra+ IP Address Default Settings
The Entra+ defaults to having DHCP enabled. This means that if there is a DHCP server 
on the network (which there often is) the DHCP server will automatically give the Entra+ 
controller an IP address to use.

If there is no DHCP server or if the Entra+ is directly connected to the PC instead of via an 
ethernet switch, the Entra+ will use AutoIP and assign itself a random IP address from the 
range 169.254.0.1 - 169.254.255.254.

NB If you are having trouble configuring the IP address of an Entra+ which may have been
previously configured then you can reset the controller to DHCP/AutoIP mode by resetting 
the controller to factory defaults. (See Resetting the Entra+ to factory defaults).
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Setting the Entra+ Controller's IP Address
To configure an Entra+ controller's IP settings, use the "Entra+ IP Scanner" program. On 
your PC, click on "Start|All programs|Terminus 3|Entra+ IP Scanner".

If your PC has more than one network adapter, select the adapter to use in the "Network to
scan on" box. Tick "Quick scan", and then click on then magnifying glass to scan for 
Entra+ controllers.

If no controllers appear in the list then it could be that the broadcast message is being 
blocked by a router between the PC and the Entra+. If this happens and you know the 
range of IP addresses that the Entra+ might have been assigned by a DHCP server or 
might already have as a static IP address, then tick "Scan IP address range" and enter the 
range to search on in the boxes below eg: 192.168.1.1   192.168.1.255
Also tick scan all AutoIP addresses.
Click on the magnifying glass again to begin the search. This time the search will be 
slower as it has to query each IP address individually.

Controllers that are found will be displayed in the list with their serial number / MAC 
address and their current IP address.
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Click on the controller in the list that you want to configure.

Static IP Address
To give the controller a static IP address:

1. Tick "Use static IP address"
2. Enter the IP address, Subnet and Gateway. If you don't know what these should be,

your IT department should be able to help.
3. Click on Apply.

NB Tick "Disable further changes to the IP settings" if you want to stop someone else with 
the Entra+ IP Scanner and access to your network from changing the IP settings. Once 
disabled, the IP settings will only be able to be changed if you reset the Entra+ to factory 
default settings using the factory reset jumper. (See Resetting the Entra+ to factory 
defaults).

Dynamic IP Address (DHCP)
To have the Entra+ use a dynamically assigned IP address, leave "Use static IP address" 
unticked. So that the Terminus software can address the Entra+ controller reliably do one 
of the following:

a) Configure your DHCP server to always assign the same IP address and use that 
IP address in the terminus settings. (See 5.2 Configure communications with 
Entra+).

or

b) Entra+ will register its hostname with the DHCP server. If the DHCP server also 
provides a DNS service then you can use the hostname in place of an IP address in
the terminus settings. The hostname will always be "entra" followed by the mac 
address / serial number.
eg: entra90-c6-82-30-00-d7
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